Based in Ulverston on the edge of the Lake District, FETL has built its reputation on providing quality engineering support to its clients and plays an active role in promoting technical and commercial developments within the local community.

FETL has a strong client base, including both private and public sector organizations. Many of its clients are based in the Cumbrian region, providing an opportunity to serve the local business community.

FETL is a highly motivated, successful engineering consultancy with parallel reputations for providing quality support to our clients and an excellent track record for delivering successful projects.

The company has been involved in a number of significant projects, including the construction of a nuclear reactor and the development of a new engineering laboratory. These projects have contributed to the growth of the company and its reputation in the engineering industry.

FETL’s approach to its projects is customer-focused. The company seeks to understand its clients’ needs and expectations, and then works collaboratively to deliver the most suitable and effective solution.

In addition to its core engineering services, FETL also offers a range of other support services, including project management, feasibility studies, and training.

With over 30 years of experience in design, manufacture, test, installation and commissioning of specialist equipment, FETL is well-placed to meet the needs of its clients in the nuclear and other high technology industries.

PacTec are the industry leader in the design and manufacturing of safe and tested flexible packaging for LSA-II / SCO-II LLW.

Mercury Stone is a specialist consultancy focussed on business performance improvement and complex problem resolution for the nuclear sector.

TSP Engineering Ltd is located in Workington, Cumbria and employs 220 people providing a range of engineering services to industry. It is a key supplier to the nuclear sector, providing mechanical, electronic, and bespoke engineering services along with anode systems to the major, oil & gas, offshore wind and other renewable energy companies.

TSP Engineering Ltd is a privately owned Norwegian EPC contractor to global Maritime sector transferring product and technical experience into the Nuclear sector.

RWS offer bespoke installation to a complete high specification Building refurbishment solutions. Dilapidations and Security projects for commercial and Government clients.

RWS, a video production company, is the industry leader in the design and manufacturing of made-to-measure high specification packaging and the development of advanced high specification solutions.

RWS offer bespoke installation to a complete high specification Building refurbishment solutions. Dilapidations and Security projects for commercial and Government clients.

RWS offer bespoke installation to a complete high specification Building refurbishment solutions. Dilapidations and Security projects for commercial and Government clients.
PHOENIX COURTEARL STREETCLEATOR MOORCUMBRIACA255AU PHIL REDFERN 01946 813778 predfern@react-engineering.co.uk www.react-engineering.co.uk Category 1

REACT Engineering is a leader in developing innovative and robust engineering and management solutions to address the specific challenges unique to decommissioning, waste management, infrastructure and asset care challenges faced by the civil infrastructure sector.

"We have successfully delivered projects in the primary focus for the civil infrastructure sector today. Our team of highly experienced and qualified staff continues to innovate and improve the delivery of our services to ensure we meet our clients' needs.

This year, REACT has undertaken several significant projects, including the decommissioning of nuclear facilities and the management of waste materials. Our team has successfully completed these projects on time and within budget, ensuring that our clients are satisfied with the outcomes.

We pride ourselves on delivering high-quality services that meet our clients' needs. Our team is dedicated to providing exceptional service and delivering results that exceed our clients' expectations.

"Phil Redfern, Managing Director, REACT Engineering"

"KCP is a progressive material transfer business delivering a diverse range of solutions to the UK and international market. We are committed to providing reliable and cost-effective services to our clients.

We offer a wide range of services including suction, jetting, investigative works, and maintenance. Our services are tailored to meet the specific requirements of our clients, and we work closely with them to ensure that we deliver the best possible outcomes.

"Linda Myers-Bennett, David Parr, 01925 814 084 info@kcpltd.net www.kcpltd.net Category 1"

PSS is a safety systems life-cycle management specialist supporting the oil, gas, power, and renewables industries.

"We have a strong track record of delivering comprehensive safety systems life-cycle management solutions to our clients. Our team of experts is dedicated to providing quality services and ensuring that our clients' needs are met.

We work closely with our clients to understand their specific requirements and deliver solutions that meet their needs. Our services are tailored to meet the needs of the industry, and we are committed to providing reliable and cost-effective solutions.

"Linda Myers-Bennett, David Parr, 01925 814 084 info@kcpltd.net www.kcpltd.net Category 1"

"Delkia's capability covers a wide range of industrial electrical, control and automation services including design, R&D, manufacture, installation, testing, commissioning & maintenance. These services are delivered across all sectors, including nuclear, defence, power, and process industries.

We pride ourselves on delivering high-quality services that meet our clients' needs. Our team is dedicated to providing exceptional service and delivering results that exceed our clients' expectations.

"Angie Dean, Helen Williamson, 01946 812 288 angiedean@delkia.co.uk HelenWilliamson@delkia.co.uk www.delkia.co.uk Category 1"

Matom Ltd is a Tier 1 supplier to the UK's Nuclear New Build programme and a Tier 2 supplier to the UK Government's Nuclear Decommissioning Authority. Matom provides operational and consultancy services to the nuclear industry.

"Incorporated in 2000 Matom has grown to be a Tier 2 supplier to Magnox and DRSL as well as a Tier 1 to Horizon Nuclear Power Projects. Our clients include utilities and government agencies.

We are committed to providing high-quality services that meet our clients' needs. Our team is dedicated to providing exceptional service and delivering results that exceed our clients' expectations.

"Roger Todd, 0161 947 2150 bids@kdc.co.uk www.kdc.co.uk Category 1"

"Rovtech design and supply remote engineering solutions for harsh environments and have 20+ years' experience as nuclear industry suppliers.

We focus on reducing risk, accelerating delivery and minimising costs for our clients whilst establishing strong, lasting relationships. Our services include engineering design and supply, project management, and installation.

"Angie Dean, Helen Williamson, 01946 812 288 angiedean@delkia.co.uk HelenWilliamson@delkia.co.uk www.delkia.co.uk Category 1"

KDC is a company specialising in delivering safe, data-rich, fast and robust remediation solutions for our customers. Our services include contaminated sites, demolition, regulated demolition, contaminated sites, and contaminated land remediation services.

"Based in the UK, KDC has a strong track record of delivering safe and effective remediation solutions to our clients. We are committed to providing high-quality services that meet our clients' needs.

We are a well-established and respected company in the field of contaminated sites and demolition. Our team is dedicated to providing exceptional service and delivering results that exceed our clients' expectations.

"Roger Todd, 0161 947 2150 bids@kdc.co.uk www.kdc.co.uk Category 1"
**D1-025 NSG Environmental**

NSG provides pragmatic solutions to decommissioning and waste management challenges across the UK’s nuclear industry.

- **Performance standards for safety and environmental critical elements**: Development of and review of performance standards to ensure that means of assurance, verification tasks and basis references are correct and valid.
- **Verification Schemes**: QRA to quantify the risk to personnel from all of the identified major accident hazards; Fire and Explosion Risk Analysis; Nuclear Criticality Safety Analysis (NCSA); Human Factors Analysis (HFEA); Containment Vessel Breakage Analysis (CVBA); Emergency Systems Availability and Survivability Analysis (ESASA).
- **Quantitative risk assessments**: HAZOPs (Hazard and Operability Studies) HAZIDs (Hazard Identification Studies); Bowtie workshops conducted using Bowtie Software; Failure Mode and Effects Analyses (FMEA); Failure Mode and Effects Criticality Analysis (FMCA); Human Factors Analyses; Safety Case Development and Assessment.

**D1-024 REI Nuclear**

REI Nuclear offers staffing support, consulting (D&D expertise), and the design, fabrication, testing, and deployment of specialty segmentation systems.

- **Staffing support, consulting (D&D expertise)**: Provides engineering and project management support to clients in the UK civil nuclear sector, helping them to ensure that their operations remain safe; their assets are efficiently and effectively maintained; and their capital projects are delivered on time and within budget.

**D1-026 Highland Drones**

Highland Drones can provide a Safe, Efficient and Professional service to a range of services and clients by using Unmanned Aerial System’s (UAS).

- **UAS services**: Provides engineering and project management support to clients in the UK civil nuclear sector, helping them to ensure that their operations remain safe; their assets are efficiently and effectively maintained; and their capital projects are delivered on time and within budget.

**D1-027 Radwise Limited**

Radwise is a UK based Support Services company which has been providing radiation protection services to UK industry since 2001.

- **Provision of technical and regulatory compliance consultancy advice to the nuclear, oil/gas and other high hazard industries**: Materials Radiation Protection (MRP), Regulatory and nuclear (dis)assembly, decommissioning, storage and transportation; Radiation Protection (RP), Research and development, Radiation Safety, Training, Radiological accidents, Nuclear Safety;

**D1-028 DAS Limited**

DAS are an independent engineering and management consultancy specializing in the design, manufacture, and delivery of nuclear security and containment services.

- **Engineering and management consultancy**: Provides engineering and project management support to clients in the UK civil nuclear sector, helping them to ensure that their operations remain safe; their assets are efficiently and effectively maintained; and their capital projects are delivered on time and within budget.

**D1-029 IKM Consulting Ltd**

IKM have a 20-year legacy of innovation in Scotland and the UK. Our service portfolio sets us apart, providing a unique blend to our expert skillset. Our roots can be traced back to industrial and commercial projects in Oil & Gas and Petrochemicals. Since then, we have diversified our portfolio of services into other sectors, focusing on high integrity process systems within industrial environments.

- **Obtain permission**: Proven knowledge, experience, safety standards, and accreditations to provide an exceptional service to each of our clients.

---

**D1-026 Highland Drones**

Highland Drones can provide a Safe, Efficient and Professional service to a range of services and clients by using Unmanned Aerial System’s (UAS).

- **UAS services**: Provides engineering and project management support to clients in the UK civil nuclear sector, helping them to ensure that their operations remain safe; their assets are efficiently and effectively maintained; and their capital projects are delivered on time and within budget.

---

**D1-027 Radwise Limited**

Radwise is a UK based Support Services company which has been providing radiation protection services to UK industry since 2001.

- **Provision of technical and regulatory compliance consultancy advice to the nuclear, oil/gas and other high hazard industries**: Materials Radiation Protection (MRP), Regulatory and nuclear (dis)assembly, decommissioning, storage and transportation; Radiation Protection (RP), Research and development, Radiation Safety, Training, Radiological accidents, Nuclear Safety;

---

**D1-028 DAS Limited**

DAS are an independent engineering and management consultancy specializing in the design, manufacture, and delivery of nuclear security and containment services.

- **Engineering and management consultancy**: Provides engineering and project management support to clients in the UK civil nuclear sector, helping them to ensure that their operations remain safe; their assets are efficiently and effectively maintained; and their capital projects are delivered on time and within budget.

---

**D1-029 IKM Consulting Ltd**

IKM have a 20-year legacy of innovation in Scotland and the UK. Our service portfolio sets us apart, providing a unique blend to our expert skillset. Our roots can be traced back to industrial and commercial projects in Oil & Gas and Petrochemicals. Since then, we have diversified our portfolio of services into other sectors, focusing on high integrity process systems within industrial environments.

- **Obtain permission**: Proven knowledge, experience, safety standards, and accreditations to provide an exceptional service to each of our clients.
to energy companies across the world.

Formed in 2000, CRA has vast experience of providing expert risk consultation to the nuclear industry. A dynamic, multi-disciplined company with extensive experience in construction, site works, fabrication & welding, engineering, marine works & project management.

The Shore

Commercial and private builds, extensions and renovation works; Maintenance Framework Agreements for term contracts; Insurance work; Groundworks

Lower Fens Camilla Street

Norbloc Construction Ltd

Local established Building, Civil Engineering & Plant Hire Services

Accreditations:
- ISO 9001 (Certificate of Achievement December 2016)
- We invest heavily in training for our employees; We have a local employed workforce and an established key supply chain; We have an experienced management team and an exemplary health & safety record with our own internal advisor.

Eadon Consulting Limited

Eadon Consulting are an engineering design practise with extensive design experience in the nuclear sector and other industries. We have particular expertise in the mechanical and structural design of mechanical and electrical equipment and associated systems, and also design for the nuclear industry.

Thyson Technology, a specialist analytical engineering business provides complex analyser systems, project management, contracting and manpower services for process industries.

We are an engineering business with expertise in design and analysis, developing unique, innovative solutions including the number one.

We are a growing organisation with many staff and for the company over three years and we work a strict list of roles that are recognized as in the Process Industries Organisation, offering short-term roles. We are looking for candidates to fill ISO 9001:2015 Quality Standards, a number of our roles already are ISO accredited.

We offer opportunities within diverse sectors, which all have the same level of management. We are looking for candidates to fill Water and Wastewater roles. We are looking for candidates to fill roles in the water management and water process sectors, and also roles in the commissioning and design sectors.

Perkyns Group Ltd

We are looking for candidates to fill roles in the water management and water process sectors, and also roles in the commissioning and design sectors.

D1-034 Osbit Ltd

D1-035 Ocean Kinetics Ltd

A £3M custom-built 3,600m² facility in Lerwick. Hi-tech CNC machinery, including high definition plasma cutting, metal shearing, plate & pipe fabricating; welding, marine welding, welding, fabricating, machining, erection & pipework erection; flange jointing, torqueing & tensioning; on-site machining; welding, leak testing & GoC.

The Shore

Fabrication Drawings & Control of Design for Manufacture; Fabrication & Welding; Pipe-Work; Machining; Non Destructive Testing; Trial Assembly; CE Marking to EN1090-2 (EXC 4); Delivery; Site Installation

Enerpro Group Ltd

Enerpro Group Ltd is a Design & Engineering and Construction Support company to the multi energy industry. The company provides engineering and construction support services to the multi energy industry.

Enerpro Group Ltd

We manufacture high integrity fabrications in carbon steel, stainless steel and aluminium and have been supplying to UK nuclear sites since 1990. Currently supplying EDF and Magnox sites UK wide and Sellafield.

SQA

Similarly to the paintings and coatings a by product of the construction projects Enerpro are targeting is specialist access areas to offer our clients a full turnkey in project completion.

Similarly to the paintings and coatings a by product of the construction projects Enerpro are targeting is specialist access areas to offer our clients a full turnkey in project completion.
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Apollo has a wide range of skills and expertise across a range of engineering disciplines including structural, mechanical, engineering, analysis, project control and Lean and blue - we have experience in nuclear establishment e.g. Sellafield.

Apollo has earned an excellent reputation through providing a first class EPC service. Our team have worked together for several years in Topside Fabric Maintenance & Industrial Cleaning, Vessel Refurbishment, Back Deck Equipment to more technologically specialised work in Explosive Downhole Technologies. With over 40 years' experience SEM can offer industry innovative solutions in corrosion treatment - Manufacture and supply an environmentally friendly blast abrasive that can offer full 360 product life cycle enhancement.

Our team have worked together for several years in Topside Fabric Maintenance & Industrial Cleaning, Vessel Refurbishment, Back Deck Equipment to more technologically specialised work in Explosive Downhole Technologies. With over 40 years' experience SEM can offer industry innovative solutions in corrosion treatment - Manufacture and supply an environmentally friendly blast abrasive that can offer full 360 product life cycle enhancement.

Our team have worked together for several years in Topside Fabric Maintenance & Industrial Cleaning, Vessel Refurbishment, Back Deck Equipment to more technologically specialised work in Explosive Downhole Technologies. With over 40 years' experience SEM can offer industry innovative solutions in corrosion treatment - Manufacture and supply an environmentally friendly blast abrasive that can offer full 360 product life cycle enhancement.
Fabrication, welding and inspection is carried out in Cumbria from our multi-bay facility which keeps carbon and stainless steel production separate. Each is fully equipped with a full range of tooling.

JGC provide exceptional service, quality products and have the detailed knowledge required to make your engineering projects successful.

JGC is one of the UK’s leading engineering companies. We have the breadth and depth of technical expertise to respond to the complex challenges of major engineering projects. We have the skills, knowledge and proven experience to plan, design, manufacture and implement the solutions to complete the project. We have the resource and the capability to achieve ambitious goals for tomorrow. JGC offer innovative engineering solutions and high quality delivery to a wide variety of market sectors.

XL Group of companies collectively specialise in the supply of integrated solutions encompassing safety and process systems, data management, telecommunications, IT, lift, valves, measurement & sensor systems on a global scale.

Prima Uno is a specialist consultancy that provides services in project controls, risk management, dispute resolution, programme & project management.

Verflux provides a whole range of products to cater for all types of remote monitoring applications taking data from any type of sensor and providing this information on their Omniflex UK’s Real Time Remote Monitoring system to the client’s data management centre or to any recipient of data.

Safetrade 24 7 is an established experienced company specialising in sourcing and distributing manual handling, storage, safety and environmental equipment.
As specialists in the investigation, interpretation, design and remediation of contaminated soils, waters, and sludges we offer economically viable remedial solutions tailored to meet the specific needs of our clients. We offer tried and tested remediation techniques alongside the latest proven techniques, using our extensive network of academic and industrial links and benefit from being able to offer the most up to date and innovative technology for our clients.

For the core of our company we founded on sound environmental, quality and safety management principles and practices. Our core of business is based around our reputation for excellence in operational excellence, strategic leadership, technical innovation and design. We have based these values and principles and our team of engineers want to provide high quality solutions to our clients' engineering needs.

Our extensive client base includes but is not limited to the Nuclear, Defence and Industrial sectors, our work range from feasibility studies, conceptual designs, detailed designs and detailed fabrication engineering. We have completed projects in the UK, Europe and the Middle East.

We have successfully completed many projects within the nuclear industry including:

- The Safety Case for the New Nuclear Power Station in a Nuclear Environment: demonstrating the safety and therefore the performance of the design during operation. This also included ensuring the capability to contain the risk.

- Design of the Safety Case for a Nuclear Power Station in a Nuclear Environment: demonstrating the robustness of the design and the performance of the design during operation. This also included ensuring the capability to contain the risk.

- Design of the Safety Case for a Nuclear Power Station in a Nuclear Environment: demonstrating the robustness of the design and the performance of the design during operation. This also included ensuring the capability to contain the risk.

- Design of the Safety Case for a Nuclear Power Station in a Nuclear Environment: demonstrating the robustness of the design and the performance of the design during operation. This also included ensuring the capability to contain the risk.

Through these relationships our expertise and new techniques are used in the nuclear industry. Technology is used to deliver the appropriate remedial solutions.

We deliver a wide range of specialists and technical expertise. We are able to bring these specialists and technical expertise together to deliver the appropriate remedial solutions.
D1-086 FIRMA Engineering Ltd

Using experience taken from the aerospace/R&D and other sectors we design working certified mechanical solutions for global nuclear decommissioning industries.

---

D1-087 Westlakes Engineering Ltd

We are an engineering design consultancy providing Civil, Structural and Architectural services from offices in Whitehaven, Manchester and Preston.

Westlakes Engineering provides professional Civil, Structural and Architectural services to a range of clients in the Nuclear, Commercial and Attraction Safety Sectors. The company aims to provide a high quality, safety conscious, responsive service. Key to these services is the leadership and skill of the dedicated team.

In 2017, we were ranked overall number ten on New Civil Engineer NCE100 List 2017 and additionally named SME of the Year.

---

D1-088 RED Engineering

Responsive SME developing, delivering and testing intelligent engineering solutions for installation, maintenance and decommissioning projects.

RED Engineering (RED) is a company of professional engineers with a mission to help clients reduce risk, save money, shorten schedules and work safely.

Our core expertise relates to the concept development and delivery of intelligent engineering solutions for challenging installation, maintenance and decommissioning projects with services ranging from engineering surveys, the fast track design and build of bespoke equipment to quality assurance.

---

D1-089 Galson Sciences Limited

GSL provides nuclear decommissioning and radioactive waste management and disposal safety case consultancy and research services to an international clientele.

Environmental risk and impact assessment: development of Environmental Safety Cases to support decommissioning and the safe transportation and disposal of radioactive waste.

Environmental risk and impact assessment: development of Environmental Safety Cases to support decommissioning and the safe transportation and disposal of radioactive waste.

---

D1-090 Doig and Smith

Doig and Smith are one of the UK's longest established surveying firms providing Cost Management, Project Management and Building Surveying Services.

Founded in 1936 in Glasgow, Doig and Smith are now one of the UK's longest established surveying firms. We are recognised as one of the leading providers of Cost Management, Project Management and Building Surveying. With offices in Glasgow, Edinburgh, Aberdeen and London we cover the whole of the UK utilising our directly employed staff.

---

D1-091 GARTON LTD T/As THOMAS SMITH FASTENERS

British SME distributor of non-standard and standard special bolts and industrial fastenings. Technical advice is provided by an experienced technician.

Distributor of the complete range of industrial fasteners (bolts, nuts, washers, rivets etc) in all grades with mechanical and surface treatments required. All grades from 4.8, 8.8, 10.9, and 12.9 materials including stainless and exotics. Our sister company manufactures small to medium volume of special and non-standard bolting.

---

D1-092 NIASS Ltd

NIASS helps companies to identify position & team for nuclear opportunities. We are a Professional Business Development & Bid services.

NIASS provides Business Development support to companies with aspirations to either break into the nuclear sector or further expand their services to the nuclear industry. NIASS has a wealth of experience in the Nuclear sector, including process, civil, mechanical, electrical, instrumentation.

---

D1-093 Proeon Systems Limited

Proeon Systems is a specialist systems solutions provider that supplies control and safety solutions for complex and critical applications.

Specialist knowledge of and IP around:
- Gas Turbine Control Systems
- Fire & Gas Systems
- Hazardous Area Systems
- Automation Control, Safety Systems
- High Availability Systems

We provide technology, software, control and functional safety engineering services together with our own innovation and R&D. We have a team of highly experienced engineers and our concept team, experienced at working with our customers to develop effective solutions.

---

D1-094 Power Systems Limited

Power Systems is a specialist systems solutions provider that supplies control and safety solutions for complex and critical applications.

---
Texo Drone Survey & Inspection Limited

Owner operator of the world’s most comprehensive and dynamic fleet of unmanned aerial vehicles. Not to rival but to surpass and exceed current levels of delivery within the Drone Services Industry.

DP Flow primary flow elements

Exemplar House Station View Hazel Grove Cheshire SK7 5ER
Andrew Baines 0161 483 9438 adb@piggottandwhitfield.co.uk www.piggottandwhitfield.co.uk

Our operations encompass a range of disciplines that few if any other building services companies can match. Working with you, we bring to the table a diverse array of skills and extensive industry experience to ensure that the project runs smoothly and to the highest standards.

1st Floor Enterprise House 202-206 Linthorpe Road Middlesbrough
Dan Maine 01642 903779 dan@djm-aerial.com www.djm-aerial.com

We warehouse in Cumbria and supply UK and worldwide our range of disposable PPE and consumables for controlled environments such as Biotech, Pharmaceutical, Food Manufacturing, Food Handling, Engineering, manufacturing and construction.

Everything you need in one place for controlled or hygienic environments. Quality disposable protective clothing and contamination control.

Manthorpe Engineering Limited

Manthorpe is a privately owned precision machining and fabrication company supplying the nuclear, aerospace and power generation industries.

Manthorpe House Brittain Drive Codnor Gate Business Park Ripley Derbyshire DE5 3ND
Mark Elliott 01773 514222 Mark.Elliott@manthorpe.co.uk www.manthorpe.co.uk

We design & manufacture high integrity gas, fire, blast, shut off, balancing & complete isolation dampers along with moisture eliminators for the world’s nuclear and power generation markets.

We design and undertake extensive in-house and third party testing of our products to ensure compliance of the product to the specification requested. This is allied to our philosophy of having the best people to deliver the project, advanced through extensive training and accredited by BSI, ensuring the product, project and environment are fully vetted.

Flamegard Engineering Limited

Units 2 - 4 Gemini Works Estate Road Pontnewynydd Pontypool Torfaen NP4 6YW
Steve Edwards 01495 757347 steveedwards@flamegard.co.uk www.Flamgard.co.uk

We design & manufacture high integrity fire, blast, shut off, balancing & complete isolation damper with moisture eliminators for the world’s nuclear and power generation markets.

We are a commercial drone service provider specialising in asset inspection and survey.

DJM Aerial Solutions are a Commercial UAV Service Provider, Specialising in asset integrity inspection and survey. We are well versed to assist with any preventive or dynamic maintenance inspection routines and can also play our part in building a trend for further interaction during the initial inspection phase, thus reducing any risk of injury to personnel and greatly reducing costs.

Cleanroom Supplies Ltd

D1-112

Everything you need in one place for controlled or hygienic environments. Quality disposable protective clothing and contamination control.

Piggott and Whitfield Ltd

Established over 125 years ago, Piggott and Whitfield are one of the UK’s longest established building services companies. We enjoy a reputation for innovation, technical excellence and project management.

Our machining facilities are equipped with a full range of CNC machine tools, including 5 axis multi-tasking machines from 3mm diameter up to 3.4m 5-axis capability. This is supported by a dedicated team of industry professionals in all aspects of project management, engineering and quality control. Our engineering team is backed by robust 5 axis simulation software, project management, contract administration, subcontractor coordination, test and inspection infrastructure.

We manufacture to AS9100 Rev D, ISO9001, ISO4001 and OHSAS18001 accreditations. We also possess the following approvals and accreditations including EN3834 exc class 4 and EN1090.

Cleanroom Supplies Ltd

D1-111

Based on a 20 acre site, we offer a totally integrated capability for the precision machining, fabrication, testing and assembly of complex components for the civil and naval nuclear, marine power generation, sub-sea and defence industries as well military aerospace contracts.

The facility is 22,000 square feet with a crane height of 10.5m and a lifting capability of 100 tonnes.

The LCM website is very much a dynamic resource in terms of the products we use for inspection and survey methods. Completely evaluating any human interaction during the initial inspection phase is of course of paramount importance. We take great care to ensure that this is incorporated into our inspection and survey methods.

LCM offers a range of specialist services for any organisation that has involvement with the dispensing and/or storage of fuels and oils. LCM has Nationwide capabilities to deliver the following business propositions and services:

- Fuel Tank and Pipework Maintenance (Pre-planned and reactive work)
- Integrity Testing
- LCM Proprietary Cleaning
- Emergency Spill Response (Pump and Water Containment System)
- Valve Testing
- In-Situ Surveys
- Fuel Testing
- Fuel Quality Assurance
- Fuel Reconditioning
- Fuel Meters
- Fuel Dispensers
- Fuel Computers

We design and undertake extensive in-house and third party testing of our products to ensure compliance of the product to the specification requested. This is allied to our philosophy of having the best people to deliver the project, advanced through extensive training and accredited by BSI, ensuring the product, project and environment are fully vetted.

Manthorpe Engineering Limited

[W] We design and manufacture high integrity gas, fire, blast, shut off, balancing & complete isolation damper with moisture eliminators for the world’s nuclear and power generation markets.

We design, manufacture & manufacture high integrity fire, blast, shut off, balancing & complete isolation damper with moisture eliminators for the world’s nuclear and power generation markets.

We design and manufacture high integrity gas, fire, blast, shut off, balancing & complete isolation damper with moisture eliminators for the world’s nuclear and power generation markets.

We manufacture to AS9100 Rev D, ISO9001, ISO4001 and OHSAS18001 accreditations. We also possess the following approvals and accreditations including EN3834 exc class 4 and EN1090.

Flamegard Engineering Limited

Laser Drone Survey & Inspection Limited

Owner operator of the world’s most comprehensive and dynamic fleet of unmanned aerial vehicles. Not to rival but to surpass and exceed current levels of delivery within the Drone Services Industry.

Up to 30 meter long wingspan and up to 30m3 propeller induced lift overall volume. The LCM website is very much a dynamic resource in terms of the products we use for inspection and survey methods. Completely evaluating any human interaction during the initial inspection phase is of course of paramount importance. We take great care to ensure that this is incorporated into our inspection and survey methods.

LCM offers a range of specialist services for any organisation that has involvement with the dispensing and/or storage of fuels and oils. LCM has Nationwide capabilities to deliver the following business propositions and services:

- Fuel Tank and Pipework Maintenance (Pre-planned and reactive work)
- Integrity Testing
- LCM Proprietary Cleaning
- Emergency Spill Response (Pump and Water Containment System)
- Valve Testing
- In-Situ Surveys
- Fuel Testing
- Fuel Quality Assurance
- Fuel Reconditioning
- Fuel Meters
- Fuel Dispensers
- Fuel Computers

We design and undertake extensive in-house and third party testing of our products to ensure compliance of the product to the specification requested. This is allied to our philosophy of having the best people to deliver the project, advanced through extensive training and accredited by BSI, ensuring the product, project and environment are fully vetted.

Manthorpe Engineering Limited

We design and manufacture high integrity gas, fire, blast, shut off, balancing & complete isolation damper with moisture eliminators for the world’s nuclear and power generation markets.
### Oldham Engineering Ltd

**Profile:** Broad knowledge of the UK nuclear industry derived from 10 years of experience as a business consultant and 20 year career with BAE Systems, programme management, bidding and supply chain skills which have been applied at Government, Eon and Business Groups level.

**Services:**
- Coded Fabrication 287/9606 - 3.1 CSWIP
- Robot welding
- Medium-Heavy CNC machine capacity (10M Bed - 30te)
- Project Management to NEC3
- Assembly, Fitting, Testing

**Characteristics:**
- 12 Newmarket Green, Eltham, SE9 5ER
- 0161 627 5822
- martin.mcgeever@oldham-eng.com

### Blueprint 4 Growth Ltd

**Profile:** Characteristic subject matter expertise covering all of the above.

**Services:**
- Organisational design, employee relations, and organisational development.
- Internal recruitment and selection processes.
- Internal and external training.
- Change management for organisations.
- Professional development - personal and team development.

**Characteristics:**
- 12 Trident Park, Trident Way, Blackburn, BB1 3NU
- 01524 782507
- almather@alma-ltd.co.uk

### PatSnap (UK) Ltd

**Profile:** PatSnap is a cloud-based platform which aggregates patent and non-patent literature enabling R&D and Innovation departments to discover new ideas, monitor competition and innovate faster.

**Services:**
- Patent Search & IP Analytics Software. Search patents to identify opportunities, monitor competition and innovate faster.

**Characteristics:**
- 2nd & 3rd Floors Building 11 Chiswick Park 566 Chiswick High Road London W4 5YS
- 0203 790 7374
- lbaghdadi@patsnap.com

### JAG Training Ltd

**Profile:** JAG Training Ltd is a work base training provider specialising in apprenticeships, short courses, and bespoke training.

**Services:**
- All aspects of primary and secondary research; research design - both qualitative and quantitative, survey design, depth interviews, focus groups, market analysis, data analysis, research and management consultancy and support.
- Strategic development, leadership, and organisational change programme design, delivery.
- Change management - personal and team development, cultural change.
- Project Management, Team Building, and Leadership.

**Characteristics:**
- 13 Oakwood Drive, Fulwood, Preston, PR2 3LX
- 01772 450192
- gjulius@jag.training

### Proxima

**Profile:** Proxima is a specialist procurement provider with the collective insights and experience that come from managing billions on behalf of our clients in the private and public sectors.

**Services:**
- Procurement & Commercial Consultancy with services delivering:
  - Improving business profitability:
    - 1. Creating strategic alignment between business and procurement strategy;
    - 2. Driving greater effectiveness into the procurement process;
    - 3. Developing people;
  - Business transformation;
  - Smarter working;
  - Developing people.

**Characteristics:**
- 107 Cheapside, London, EC2V 6DN
- 0203 465 4689
- phil.greasley@proximagroup.com

### Biosite Systems Ltd

**Profile:** Biosite Systems Ltd is a preferred supplier to the Defence and Nuclear industries, offering specialisation in knowledge management, data management, and quality assurance, with over 10 years of experience in the nuclear industry.

**Services:**
- Improving business profitability:
  - 1. Creating strategic alignment between business and procurement strategy;
  - 2. Driving greater effectiveness into the procurement process;
  - 3. Developing people;
  - Business transformation;
  - Smarter working;
  - Developing people.

**Characteristics:**
- D1-133
- 12 Trident Park, Trident Way, Blackburn, BB1 3NU
- 01524 782507
- almather@alma-ltd.co.uk

---

### Tim Jones 07715 495720

**Profile:** Ryecroft, Aviary Road, Worsley, Manchester, M28 2WF

**Services:**
- 12 Newmarket Green, Eltham, SE9 5ER
- 0161 627 5822
- martin.mcgeever@oldham-eng.com

---

### Richard Baldwin 07912 060863

**Profile:** Blueprint 4 Growth Ltd is a business consultancy firm providing services across various sectors.

**Services:**
- Profile: Broad knowledge of the UK nuclear industry derived from 10 years of experience as a business consultant and 20 year career with BAE Systems, programme management, bidding and supply chain skills which have been applied at Government, Eon and Business Groups level.
- Coded Fabrication 287/9606 - 3.1 CSWIP
- Robot welding
- Medium-Heavy CNC machine capacity (10M Bed - 30te)
- Project Management to NEC3
- Assembly, Fitting, Testing

**Characteristics:**
- 12 Trident Park, Trident Way, Blackburn, BB1 3NU
- 01524 782507
- almather@alma-ltd.co.uk

---

### Al Mather 01524 782507

**Profile:** Blueprint 4 Growth Ltd is a business consultancy firm providing services across various sectors.

**Services:**
- Profile: Broad knowledge of the UK nuclear industry derived from 10 years of experience as a business consultant and 20 year career with BAE Systems, programme management, bidding and supply chain skills which have been applied at Government, Eon and Business Groups level.
- Coded Fabrication 287/9606 - 3.1 CSWIP
- Robot welding
- Medium-Heavy CNC machine capacity (10M Bed - 30te)
- Project Management to NEC3
- Assembly, Fitting, Testing

**Characteristics:**
- 12 Trident Park, Trident Way, Blackburn, BB1 3NU
- 01524 782507
- almather@alma-ltd.co.uk

---

### Geraldine Julius 02037 547019

**Profile:** PatSnap is a cloud-based platform which aggregates patent and non-patent literature enabling R&D and Innovation departments to discover new ideas, monitor competition and innovate faster.

**Services:**
- Patent Search & IP Analytics Software. Search patents to identify opportunities, monitor competition and innovate faster.

**Characteristics:**
- 2nd & 3rd Floors Building 11 Chiswick Park 566 Chiswick High Road London W4 5YS
- 0203 790 7374
- lbaghdadi@patsnap.com

---

### Buying Team Ltd t/a Proxima

**Profile:** PatSnap is a cloud-based platform which aggregates patent and non-patent literature enabling R&D and Innovation departments to discover new ideas, monitor competition and innovate faster.

**Services:**
- Patent Search & IP Analytics Software. Search patents to identify opportunities, monitor competition and innovate faster.

**Characteristics:**
- 2nd & 3rd Floors Building 11 Chiswick Park 566 Chiswick High Road London W4 5YS
- 0203 790 7374
- lbaghdadi@patsnap.com

---

### Barkers & Co LLP

**Profile:** Barkers & Co LLP is a law firm that provides legal services to businesses in the UK.

**Services:**
- Improving business profitability:
  - 1. Creating strategic alignment between business and procurement strategy;
  - 2. Driving greater effectiveness into the procurement process;
  - 3. Developing people;
  - Business transformation;
  - Smarter working;
  - Developing people.

**Characteristics:**
- Amelia House, Crescent Road, Worthing, West Sussex, BN11 1QR
- 07594 658205
- warren.kozera@barkersllp.com

---

### Bethell Construction Ltd

**Profile:** Bethell is a 150 year old Civil Engineering Contractor, with a directly employed workforce of 180 operatives.

**Services:**
- Civil engineering contractor carrying out both build, and design and build works, across industry sectors including:
  - Highway bridges, footbridges
  - Retaining walls
  - Highways works, S278
  - Surfacing works (owned pavers and rollers and surface treatment material)
- Patents, ISO 9001, ISO 14001, Investors in people, CHAS, SMAS, Constructionline, Achilles UVDB, WIRS, GIRS, EIRS

**Characteristics:**
- Dane House, Europa Park, Stoneclough Road, Kearsley, Greater Manchester, M26 1GE
- 0121 374 2939
- Richard.Holland@biositesystems.com
CRIMSON Industrial Vision Ltd
hector@mechventures.com www.mechventures.com Category 1

C4DI @TheDock, 31-38 Queen Street, Hull, HU1 1UU

Excellent pump and valve knowledge enables us to supply and, where appropriate, modify our partners products. We support/ ... the following;- Drafting & Modelling- Stress and CFD analysis- Design for manufacture- Hydraulic and Mechanical design

Arc Energy Resources Limited
Arc Energy Resources is a highly experienced specialist Nuclear ... of European welding engineers, AERL can offer innovative solutions for your Nuclear engineering project requirements.

Baxter Neumann Leadership Solutions
Baxter Neumann provides the following services: Executive Search, Leadership Coaching, Development and Assessment and Workshop Facilitation.

JD Barnfather Ltd offers R&D consultancy services and has specific expertise in robotics, manufacturing and industrial ... manufacturing, artificial intelligence and inspection engineering for process optimisation in extreme environments.

PRO Stainless Designs Ltd
At PRO Stainless, we have brought together the expertise, the team, the craftsmanship and the facilities, to deliver the most challenging of stainless steel projects. Since 2001, we have been developing innovative high-end solutions.

WKW Precision Engineering
We work extensively in the civils sector, from design through to completion and commissioning. We have a large in-house ... to bespoke shop, hotel and office fittings in a range of attractive finish woods and modern timber composites.

WKW Precision Engineering Co. Ltd.
Shaw Royd Works
Shaw Lane, Halifax, West Yorkshire, HX3 9HD
Brian Kermode 0845 034 0633 brian@bkengconsultancy.com www.wkw-eng.co.uk Category 1

We have the engineering and capability to deliver exceptional high-end stainless steel solutions, complying with all the ... aware that our work is often a link in a longer chain and that kinks can have a knock-on effect. We make sure we deliver.

D1-137 ELM Site Consultants Ltd

Tendering: Helping companies inside/outside of LINC win nuclear-sector opportunities (contracts with sensible profit-margins) even against tough competition by creating bespoke smart-thinking technical and commercial proposals with “competitive edge”. ELM help you deliver operational and engineering work-scope including... + EU Procurement Directive. • Recommending Change Management measures relevant to fluid current market conditions.

Baxter Neumann has established a reputation in the industry providing leadership solutions, with proven expertise in: ... change programmes. We have worked with many organisations within the Nuclear Sector including NDA, NNL, DRSL and RWM.

We have the engineering and capability to deliver exceptional high-end stainless steel solutions, complying with all the ... to bespoke shop, hotel and office fittings in a range of attractive finish woods and modern timber composites.

We have the engineering and capability to deliver exceptional high-end stainless steel solutions, complying with all the ... to bespoke shop, hotel and office fittings in a range of attractive finish woods and modern timber composites.
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**Turner Harris Consult Ltd**

We joined a group of five leading privately owned UK-headquartered management consultancy practices in the energy, infrastructure, technology and related sectors. We provide strategic, operational, and financial advisory and implementation services across the energy, infrastructure, technology and related sectors. We operate at the advisory and execution levels; helping clients through business critical transformations, turnaround performance, navigating complex legal and regulatory challenges, and accelerating

**Penny Nuclear**

Penny Nuclear specialise in the design, manufacture, inspection and testing of lifting and mechanical handling solutions for all nuclear applications. We bring 40+ years experience of carrying out a wide variety of Civil Engineering Projects and also specialise in carrying out water main renewals, sewer replacement works. We are the only Caithness contractors who are experienced in Pipe Bursting. We are Framework contractors for DSRL for Building and Civils - Bridges, Site Clearance Works, Extensive Water Mains Renewals and Sewer & Storm Water Replacement Works to name a few.

**LED Scotland Ltd**

LED Scotland ltd specialise in Industrial, Electrical, Tool/Plant Hire & Industrial gas wholesale supplies. Our specialists can provide solutions in our areas of expertise:

- Vacuum tribology
- Industrial tribology
- Nuclear tribology
- Materials engineering
- Instrumentation (laboratory and on-site)
- Engineering assessment (bearing, gearboxes and bolts)
- Failure analysis
- Non-Destructive Testing good practice
- Safety and risk management

**Squibb Group Ltd**

The Squibb Group has a successful track record of managing confined developments, integrating interfaces to other complex systems and resolving potentially sensitive problems when operating in close proximity to live environments in healthcare residential, city Centre, commercial, Industrial, petro chemical/oil & gas industries. Our services include:

- Demolition & De-Construction
- Waste Management & Recycling
- Specialist Design and Structural Engineering

**ESR Technology Ltd**

ESR Technology provides clients with independent and specialist technical consultancy and support services in the Oil & Gas, Heavy Industrial and Power generation industries. We provide technology to the mining, oil & gas exploration and production, and petrochemical industries. Our specialists can provide solutions in our areas of expertise:

- Water treatment
- Environmental management
- Energy management
- Process safety
- Occupational health & safety
- Hazardous areas
- Integrity management

**M5tec Limited**

M5tec are a multidiscipline engineering design company offering Mechanical, Electrical, Hydraulic, structural engineering and draughting services to high assurance industries. From our well established 10,000 sqft stores with showrooms and trade counters in the local town of Thurso we supply all our clients with all they require. We supply all materials required to meet the demands of our customers. Our specialist expertise include:

- Vacuum tribology
- Industrial tribology
- Nuclear tribology
- Materials engineering
- Instrumentation (laboratory and on-site)
- Engineering assessment (bearing, gearboxes and bolts)
- Failure analysis
- Non-Destructive Testing good practice
- Safety and risk management

**Peter House, Oxford Street, Manchester, M1 5AN**

Kris MacCrory 07498 951273 kris.maccrory@turner-harris.com  www.turner-harris.com Category 1

**Frank Bremner 01847 895034frank@ledscotland.com**

202 Cavendish Place, Birchwood Park, Warrington, WA3 6WU Hugues Renondeau 01925 843469 hugues.renondeau@esrtechnology.com www.esrtechnology.com Category 1

**Rida Shah**

0208 594 7143 07736018467 ridas@squibbgroup.co.uk www.squibbgroup.co.uk Category 1

**Rida Shah**

Squibb House, Stanhope Industrial Park, Wharf Road  Stanford Le Hope  Essex  SS17 0EH  Rida Shah

**2028 594 7143 07736018467**

Squibb House, Stanhope Industrial Park, Wharf Road  Stanford Le Hope  Essex  SS17 0EH  Rida Shah

**2028 594 7143 07736018467**

Squibb Group specialize in demolition, decommissioning, remediation, strip outs and asbestos removal, site remediation,, asset management & associated activities.

**Squibb Group Ltd**

We bring 40+ years experience of carrying out a wide variety of Civil Engineering Projects and also specialise in carrying out water main renewals, sewer replacement works. We are the only Caithness contractors who are experienced in Pipe Bursting. We are Framework contractors for DSRL for Building and Civils - Bridges, Site Clearance Works, Extensive Water Mains Renewals and Sewer & Storm Water Replacement Works to name a few.

**LED SCOTLAND LTD**

**Squibb House, 98 School Street, Kirkcaldy, KY1 1BQ**

Kris MacCrory 07498 951273 kris.maccrory@turner-harris.com  www.turner-harris.com Category 1

**Kris MacCrory 07498 951273**

2028 594 7143 07736018467 ridas@squibbgroup.co.uk www.squibbgroup.co.uk Category 1

**Rida Shah**
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2028 594 7143 07736018467 ridas@squibbgroup.co.uk www.squibbgroup.co.uk Category 1

**Rida Shah**

Squibb House, Stanhope Industrial Park, Wharf Road  Stanford Le Hope  Essex  SS17 0EH  Rida Shah

**2028 594 7143 07736018467**

Squibb House, Stanhope Industrial Park, Wharf Road  Stanford Le Hope  Essex  SS17 0EH  Rida Shah

**2028 594 7143 07736018467**

Squibb Group Ltd
We help teams and organisations find ways and means to work together through better communication, behaviour and technology.

Simpler technology use, better collaboration with ICT, greater observation and feedback of what actually happens, and identifying gaps in the theoretical models and research on collaboration. So how do we help organisations and teams improve? We have identified the following key areas, with a focus on:

1. **Communication and collaboration**
   - Tools and technologies for communication
   - Training and development

2. **Behavioural and psychological interventions**
   - Understanding and changing human behaviour
   - Designing and implementing interventions

3. **Technology and digital solutions**
   - Integrating technology into interventions
   - Evaluating impact and outcomes

We utilise our in-house capability and experience to plan and deliver robust proposals and solutions. We also make full use of our comprehensive and varied network of strategic ‘like-minded’ partners and suppliers for multi-discipline and specialist works. We have a proven track record of undertaking work on fully regulated construction projects and are equally as capable of supplying our services to non-regulated construction projects. We are able to complete projects with a full understanding of the regulatory environment in which our clients operate.

**Key Services**

- **Communication and collaboration**:
  - Training and development
  - Tools and technologies for communication

- **Behavioural and psychological interventions**:
  - Understanding and changing human behaviour
  - Designing and implementing interventions

- **Technology and digital solutions**:
  - Integrating technology into interventions
  - Evaluating impact and outcomes

For more information, please visit our website or contact us directly.
We are a recognized leader in the field of high-value Indian Systems. The Indian Business Group, Defence and Security Systems, focuses on high-value and high-reliability systems, with a strong emphasis on security and defense. We are recognized as a leader in the field of high-value Indian Systems, with a strong emphasis on security and defense. We are recognized as a leader in the field of high-value Indian Systems, with a strong emphasis on security and defense.

Established over 25 years ago by an ex-Nuclear Engineering Development Manager, Nu-Tech Exhibitions + Events has a proven track record of organizing successful exhibitions and events. The company specializes in creating engaging and interactive event experiences for the nuclear, defense, maritime, aerospace, petrochemical, and science & technology sectors. Nu-Tech Exhibitions + Events has organized numerous conferences for the Nuclear Institute since 2003, having won the prestigious Malcolm Sargent Award for Best Event Management.

Units 9 and 10 Brunel Way
Thornbury
Bristol BS35 3UR
United Kingdom

D1-217 Extreme Cases LTD
Vicki Young 01454 414723


1A Victoria Street
Barnstaple
EX32 9HT

D1-218 TRIQS (Central) Limited

TRIQS is a quantity surveying practice offering a consultancy service in all types of commercial management within the construction industry.

46 The Priory Queensway
Birmingham
B4 7LR

D1-219 MDND Ltd

MDND Ltd has invested in own commercial CAD software and would like to offer CAD design services as mentioned above with capabilities of delivering drawings in DWG format and associated documents as required.

23 Handford Court
Stepping Lane
Derby DE1 1GX

kkoczab@yahoo.com

D1-220 MDND Ltd

MDND Ltd has nearly 15 years of experience in the field of mechanical engineering and skilled in executing projects for major companies. The company has a proven track record in delivering successful projects in the mechanical and electrical engineering sectors. The company specializes in the design, manufacture, and installation of systems for the nuclear and defence industries. MDND Ltd offers a comprehensive range of services, including design, manufacture, and installation of systems for the nuclear and defence industries.

4 The Priory
Barnstaple
EX32 9HT

hannah.swann@extreme-cases.com

D1-221 MDND Ltd

MDND Ltd has nearly 15 years of experience in the field of mechanical engineering and skilled in executing projects for major companies. The company has a proven track record in delivering successful projects in the mechanical and electrical engineering sectors. The company specializes in the design, manufacture, and installation of systems for the nuclear and defence industries. MDND Ltd offers a comprehensive range of services, including design, manufacture, and installation of systems for the nuclear and defence industries.

23 Handford Court
Stepping Lane
Derby DE1 1GX

kkoczab@yahoo.com

D1-222 Clow Group Limited

With nearly 100 years of expertise in the industry, Clow Group Limited is a leading provider of access equipment and related services for the nuclear and defence sectors. The company offers a comprehensive range of products, including access equipment, inspection equipment, and services. Clow Group Limited is committed to delivering high-quality products and services to meet the needs of its customers.

Level 4, The Union Building
51 – 59 Rose Lane
Norwich
Norfolk
NR1 1BY

stuart.anderson@clowgroup.co.uk

D1-223 Hexegic Limited

Specialists in fluid engineering, we take a problem-solving approach to design, develop, validate and optimize processes for the benefit of clients.

123marketstreet
Aberdeen
AB10 1HA
United Kingdom

Andrew Boddice 07450 275998

D1-224 Total Control Pro Limited

We provide integrated Cyber, Risk & Intelligence services to government and large performing businesses empowering them to safely achieve their mission.

3rd Floor, 104 Inverness Road
Aberdeen
AB24 5ES

Martin Ely 01224 249600

D1-225 Subsea International Ltd

We develop and implement innovative solutions using advanced technologies and systems to solve problems in the process and offshore industries. Our team of experts uses cutting-edge technology to deliver innovative solutions that meet the needs of our clients.

Unit 1 Beechwood Business Park
Burdock Close
Cannock
Staffordshire
WS11 7GB

Daron Swann 07753 583260

D1-226 Supply Chain Excellence

Supply Chain Excellence is a leading provider of supply chain consulting, technology, and software solutions for the nuclear and defense industries. We specialize in providing end-to-end supply chain management solutions, including logistics, compliance, and technology. Our team of experts uses cutting-edge technology to deliver innovative solutions that meet the needs of our clients.

D1-227 Total Control Pro Limited

We provide integrated Cyber, Risk & Intelligence services to government and large performing businesses empowering them to safely achieve their mission.

3rd Floor, 104 Inverness Road
Aberdeen
AB24 5ES

Martin Ely 01224 249600

D1-228 Subsea International Ltd

We develop and implement innovative solutions using advanced technologies and systems to solve problems in the process and offshore industries. Our team of experts uses cutting-edge technology to deliver innovative solutions that meet the needs of our clients.

Unit 1 Beechwood Business Park
Burdock Close
Cannock
Staffordshire
WS11 7GB

Daron Swann 07753 583260

D1-229 Supply Chain Excellence

Supply Chain Excellence is a leading provider of supply chain consulting, technology, and software solutions for the nuclear and defense industries. We specialize in providing end-to-end supply chain management solutions, including logistics, compliance, and technology. Our team of experts uses cutting-edge technology to deliver innovative solutions that meet the needs of our clients.

D1-230 Total Control Pro Limited

We provide integrated Cyber, Risk & Intelligence services to government and large performing businesses empowering them to safely achieve their mission.

3rd Floor, 104 Inverness Road
Aberdeen
AB24 5ES

Martin Ely 01224 249600

D1-231 Subsea International Ltd

We develop and implement innovative solutions using advanced technologies and systems to solve problems in the process and offshore industries. Our team of experts uses cutting-edge technology to deliver innovative solutions that meet the needs of our clients.

Unit 1 Beechwood Business Park
Burdock Close
Cannock
Staffordshire
WS11 7GB

Daron Swann 07753 583260

D1-232 Supply Chain Excellence

Supply Chain Excellence is a leading provider of supply chain consulting, technology, and software solutions for the nuclear and defense industries. We specialize in providing end-to-end supply chain management solutions, including logistics, compliance, and technology. Our team of experts uses cutting-edge technology to deliver innovative solutions that meet the needs of our clients.
Oxford Technologies Ltd (OTL) is the head office for Veolia Nuclear Solutions, UK. OTL is the centre of excellence for research, development, commercialisation, quality management, management consulting, project management, technology management, and safety management. OTL is a leader in the field of nuclear waste management and offers a comprehensive range of services, including research, development, and commercialisation. OTL is committed to maintain high standards of safety and quality management, and is a member of the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).

Modus Seabed Intervention Ltd is a specialist provider of integrated project services, remote and autonomous technologies for energy, renewables, mining, telecoms, and defence. Modus provides innovative solutions for remote and autonomous technologies, including offshore wind, oil and gas, and nuclear power. Modus is a member of the Navig8 Group and has a strong track record in delivering innovative solutions and services.

Canberra UK has been serving the nuclear industry for over five decades. The company is the leading provider of nuclear measurement consultancy, engineering design, and maintenance to the nuclear industry. Canberra provides nuclear measurement consultancy, engineering design, and maintenance to the nuclear industry. Canberra is a member of the Navig8 Group and has a strong track record in delivering innovative solutions and services.

PaR Systems Ltd has been serving the nuclear industry for over five decades. The company is the leading provider of remote and autonomous technologies for energy, renewables, mining, telecoms, and defence. PaR Systems provides innovative solutions for remote and autonomous technologies, including offshore wind, oil and gas, and nuclear power. PaR Systems is a member of the Navig8 Group and has a strong track record in delivering innovative solutions and services.

D2-006 Universal Pegasus

Universal Pegasus is a specialist manufacturer with extensive experience in fabrication, welding, and bespoke manufacture, assembly and testing of Specialised Products. Universal Pegasus is a member of the Navig8 Group and has a strong track record in delivering innovative solutions and services.

Modus  is a specialist provider of integrated project services, remote and autonomous technologies for energy, renewables, mining, telecoms, and defence. Modus provides innovative solutions for remote and autonomous technologies, including offshore wind, oil and gas, and nuclear power. Modus is a member of the Navig8 Group and has a strong track record in delivering innovative solutions and services.

Canberra UK provides nuclear measurement consultancy, engineering design and maintenance to the nuclear industry. Canberra is a member of the Navig8 Group and has a strong track record in delivering innovative solutions and services.

PaR Systems design, manufacture, trial, deploy and service all types of remote and material handling equipment for Nuclear applications. PaR Systems is a member of the Navig8 Group and has a strong track record in delivering innovative solutions and services.
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D2-034

D2-035

D2-036

D2-037

D2-038

D2-039

D2-040

D2-041

D2-042
cinere.pipes@cinere.pipes

Energus is a centre of excellence in the provision of training, education and event support for the Energy Sector.

D2-026 All Seasons Hire
Temporary Heating and Cooling

D2-027 D2-027 All Seasons Hire Temporary Heating and Cooling
One of the largest fleets of Temporary Boilers (100kW- 1.2 meg) Chillers (10kW-750kW) Air Conditioning, direct and Indirect heating in the country. Have own commissioning engineers. 07976 226 507

D2-028 Studsvik
Consulting and Expert Services

D2-029 Studsvik Limited
Studsvik provide leading expert services within the Radioactive industry; specialising in Decommissioning, Radioactive Waste Management, Characterisation, Strategy & Policy, and Radiation Protection.

D2-030 PK Engineering
Electrical - Large commercial and industrial installations consisting of containment systems, LV distribution systems, electrical control system, fire alarm systems, lighting, air conditioning and ventilation. Earls Gate Business Park, Grangemouth, FK3 8ZE Bryan Shanley 01324 630030 bshanley@jbpipeline.co.uk www.jbpipeline.co.uk Category 2

D2-031 Studsvik Limited
Studsvik provide leading expert services within the Radioactive industry; specialising in Decommissioning, Radioactive Waste Management, Characterisation, Strategy & Policy, and Radiation Protection.

D2-032 PK Engineering
Electrical - Large commercial and industrial installations consisting of containment systems, LV distribution systems, electrical control system, fire alarm systems, lighting, air conditioning and ventilation. Earls Gate Business Park, Grangemouth, FK3 8ZE Bryan Shanley 01324 630030 bshanley@jbpipeline.co.uk www.jbpipeline.co.uk Category 2

D2-025 NUKEM Technologies Engineering Services GmbH
We are globally active in the areas of radioactive waste management, the decommissioning of nuclear facilities and engineering. Our main business areas include management of radioactive waste, decommissioning of nuclear facilities as well as engineering and consultancy services.

D2-024 BEL Engineering
BEL Engineering offer turnkey solutions to various sectors including Civil Nuclear, Nuclear Defence, Oil & Gas, Power Generation, Chemical, Defence, Oil & Gas, Nuclear and Medical. We have a strong collaboration approach and are able to work with other supply chain companies to deliver consistent results. Ribble House, Meany Gate, Bamber Bridge, Preston, PR5 6UP 07976 226 507

D2-023 John Bell Pipeline Equipment Ltd
Critical Oil & Gas Pipeline Equipment for the Process and Energy Industries, including pipeline valves, flow components, control valves, isolation, and shut off valves. We manufacture general purpose and high pressure valves, and can provide the complete control panel, computer interface, and testing services. We supply through our sales offices in Inverurie and Grangemouth.

D2-022 Studsvik Limited
Studsvik Limited Studsvik provide leading expert services within the Radioactive industry; specialising in Decommissioning, Radioactive Waste Management, Characterisation, Strategy & Policy, and Radiation Protection.

D2-021 BEL Engineering
BEL Engineering are major suppliers into the Process and Energy Industries. Providing solutions to the nuclear industry, including valves, nuclear safety systems, safety valves, monitoring and valve actuation systems. We manufacture general purpose and high pressure valves, and can provide the complete control panel, computer interface, and testing services. 0191 204 3680 dsidebotham@belengineering.co.uk www.belengineering.co.uk Category 2

D2-020 Idom Merebrook is the UK engineering branch of the IDOM Group. IDOM is a multidisciplinary consultancy group offering services in engineering, architecture and environment to clients in the industry, transport, energy and business sectors.

D2-019 John Bell Pipeline Equipment are major suppliers into the Process and Energy Industries, including pipeline valves, flow components, control valves, isolation, and shut off valves. We manufacture general purpose and high pressure valves, and can provide the complete control panel, computer interface, and testing services. We supply through our sales offices in Inverurie and Grangemouth.

D2-018 Robin Carter 01773 829988 www.merebrook.co.uk www.idom.com

D2-017 David Sidebotham 0191 204 3680 david.sidebotham@belengineering.co.uk www.belengineering.co.uk Category 2

D2-016 John Bell Pipeline Equipment Ltd
Critical Oil & Gas Pipeline Equipment for the Process and Energy Industries, including pipeline valves, flow components, control valves, isolation, and shut off valves. We manufacture general purpose and high pressure valves, and can provide the complete control panel, computer interface, and testing services. We supply through our sales offices in Inverurie and Grangemouth.

D2-015 John Bell Pipeline Equipment are major suppliers into the Process and Energy Industries, including pipeline valves, flow components, control valves, isolation, and shut off valves. We manufacture general purpose and high pressure valves, and can provide the complete control panel, computer interface, and testing services. We supply through our sales offices in Inverurie and Grangemouth.

D2-014 PKE are a multi-discipline engineering company offering design and fabrication to the following customer Markets with locations in Inverurie and Grangemouth. Mechanical and electrical, control and automation, fire & security, reception, fire, fuel & data.

D2-013 PK Engineering
Electrical - Large commercial and industrial installations consisting of containment systems, LV distribution systems, electrical control system, fire alarm systems, lighting, air conditioning and ventilation. Earls Gate Business Park, Grangemouth, FK3 8ZE Bryan Shanley 01324 630030 bshanley@jbpipeline.co.uk www.jbpipeline.co.uk Category 2

D2-012 PK Engineering
Electrical - Large commercial and industrial installations consisting of containment systems, LV distribution systems, electrical control system, fire alarm systems, lighting, air conditioning and ventilation. Earls Gate Business Park, Grangemouth, FK3 8ZE Bryan Shanley 01324 630030 bshanley@jbpipeline.co.uk www.jbpipeline.co.uk Category 2

D2-011 John Bell Pipeline Equipment Ltd
Critical Oil & Gas Pipeline Equipment for the Process and Energy Industries, including pipeline valves, flow components, control valves, isolation, and shut off valves. We manufacture general purpose and high pressure valves, and can provide the complete control panel, computer interface, and testing services. We supply through our sales offices in Inverurie and Grangemouth.

D2-010 John Bell Pipeline Equipment are major suppliers into the Process and Energy Industries, including pipeline valves, flow components, control valves, isolation, and shut off valves. We manufacture general purpose and high pressure valves, and can provide the complete control panel, computer interface, and testing services. We supply through our sales offices in Inverurie and Grangemouth.

D2-009 John Bell Pipeline Equipment Ltd
Critical Oil & Gas Pipeline Equipment for the Process and Energy Industries, including pipeline valves, flow components, control valves, isolation, and shut off valves. We manufacture general purpose and high pressure valves, and can provide the complete control panel, computer interface, and testing services. We supply through our sales offices in Inverurie and Grangemouth.

D2-008 John Bell Pipeline Equipment are major suppliers into the Process and Energy Industries, including pipeline valves, flow components, control valves, isolation, and shut off valves. We manufacture general purpose and high pressure valves, and can provide the complete control panel, computer interface, and testing services. We supply through our sales offices in Inverurie and Grangemouth.

D2-007 John Bell Pipeline Equipment Ltd
Critical Oil & Gas Pipeline Equipment for the Process and Energy Industries, including pipeline valves, flow components, control valves, isolation, and shut off valves. We manufacture general purpose and high pressure valves, and can provide the complete control panel, computer interface, and testing services. We supply through our sales offices in Inverurie and Grangemouth.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Contact Person</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Email</th>
<th>Website</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soil Engineering</td>
<td>Category 2</td>
<td>Parkside Lane, Dewsbury Road, Leeds, West Yorkshire, LS11 5SX</td>
<td>Simon Baxter</td>
<td>0113 271 11 11</td>
<td><a href="mailto:tenders@soil-engineering.co.uk">tenders@soil-engineering.co.uk</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.soil-engineering.co.uk">www.soil-engineering.co.uk</a></td>
<td>Soil Engineering has been continuously trading since 1963. Today Soil Engineering is a major provider of site investigation services, specialist drilling services, ground stabilisation and geotechnical testing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tradebe Inutec</td>
<td>Category 2</td>
<td>B44 Winfrith, Dorchester, Dorset, DT2 8WQ</td>
<td>David Ferguson</td>
<td>07769 216417</td>
<td><a href="mailto:info@inutec.co.uk">info@inutec.co.uk</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.inutec.co.uk">www.inutec.co.uk</a></td>
<td>Tradebe Inutec has been providing management, treatment and disposal of radioactive wastes from the Nuclear Industry for more than 30 years; increasing flexibility for all major nuclear customers with decommissioning and operational wastes. Originally part of UKAEA Tradebe has an unparalleled knowledge base of treatment and disposal legislation and routes; Treatment has the highest radiation activation and Safety Case of all UK commercial companies, which gives us unparalleled access to local and remote treatment components. This combination gives Tradebe the ability to provide solutions to contractors and private owners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pöyry Energy Ltd</td>
<td>Category 2</td>
<td>Century House, 100 Station Road, Horsham, RH13 5UZ</td>
<td>Stephanie Davies</td>
<td>+44 (0) 1752 264982</td>
<td><a href="mailto:stephanie.davies@poyry.com">stephanie.davies@poyry.com</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.poyry.com">www.poyry.com</a></td>
<td>A leader in enterprise VR and AR business solutions, with a central hub to create, consume, distribute and host applications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booth Welsh</td>
<td>Category 2</td>
<td>Risehow, Flimby, Maryport, Cumbria, CA15 8PA</td>
<td>Glynn Chisholm</td>
<td>01900 816000</td>
<td><a href="mailto:glynn@forth.uk.com">glynn@forth.uk.com</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.forth.uk.com">www.forth.uk.com</a></td>
<td>One of the UK’s leading demolition companies. We have worked in the nuclear sector at Sellafield. One of our most recent projects was a 2,000 tonne Nuclear Waste Store Demolition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSM UK Consulting LLP</td>
<td>Category 2</td>
<td>1 One Central Park, Northampton Road, Manchester, M40 5BP</td>
<td>Eamonn Watson</td>
<td>0161 672 8486</td>
<td><a href="mailto:eamonn.watson@eonreality.com">eamonn.watson@eonreality.com</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.eonreality.com">www.eonreality.com</a></td>
<td>RSM UK Consulting will help you: improve your project and programme management; select and implement the most appropriate digital technologies; better manage your financial reporting and transform your finance function; and evaluate the impact of publicly funded policies, programmes and organisations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OREKA Solutions</td>
<td>Category 2</td>
<td>Unit 3, Kelton House, Westlakes Science Park, Moor Row, Whitehaven, CA24 3HX</td>
<td>Richard Arnott</td>
<td>07825 112849</td>
<td><a href="mailto:richard.arnott@rsmuk.com">richard.arnott@rsmuk.com</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.rsmuk.com">www.rsmuk.com</a></td>
<td>Technology and Management: Continuous improvement (eg LEAN SIGMA); Initiation; PMO; Social impact; and Assurance. Our specialists are recognised as leaders in their fields of expertise. Economics: Our team offer the following services: programme and policy evaluation; economic intelligence and forecasting; qualitative and quantitative research; and feasibility studies, option appraisals and business cases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forth Engineering Ltd</td>
<td>Category 2</td>
<td>3 Riverside Way, Irvine, Ayrshire, KA11 5DJ</td>
<td>Gary Mutter</td>
<td>03450 344 344</td>
<td><a href="mailto:gary.mutter@boothwelsh.co.uk">gary.mutter@boothwelsh.co.uk</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.boothwelsh.co.uk">www.boothwelsh.co.uk</a></td>
<td>We have 130 engineers over 8 UK sites, established 30 years ago to provide forklift trucks, reach trucks, narrow aisle and counterbalance trucks. We have 300 engineers over 20 sites, established 30 years ago to provide forklift trucks, reach trucks, narrow aisle and counterbalance trucks. We have 300 engineers over 20 sites, established 30 years ago to provide forklift trucks, reach trucks, narrow aisle and counterbalance trucks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EON Reality Ltd</td>
<td>Category 2</td>
<td>One of the UK's leading demolition companies. We have worked in the nuclear sector at Sellafield. One of our most recent projects was a 2,000 tonne Nuclear Waste Store Demolition.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompsons of Prudhoe Ltd</td>
<td>Category 2</td>
<td>Thompsons of Prudhoe Ltd, Bishop Auckland, Co Durham, DL13 2PL</td>
<td>Nick Mellor</td>
<td>01325 338333</td>
<td><a href="mailto:nick.mellor@thompsonsofprudhoe.co.uk">nick.mellor@thompsonsofprudhoe.co.uk</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.thompsonsofprudhoe.co.uk">www.thompsonsofprudhoe.co.uk</a></td>
<td>One of the UK’s leading demolition companies. We have worked in the nuclear sector at Sellafield. One of our most recent projects was a 2,000 tonne Nuclear Waste Store Demolition. We have also completed over 1500 other projects ranging from a small feasibility study to a 100 tonne nuclear reactor at Sellafield. The project’s technical challenge involved a combination of multiple disciplines and technologies. We were successfully able to complete the demolition project in a safe and efficient manner.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- All companies are involved in the Nuclear Industry.
- Soil Engineering is a major provider of site investigation services, specialist drilling services, ground stabilisation and geotechnical testing.
- Tradebe Inutec has been providing management, treatment and disposal of radioactive wastes from the Nuclear Industry for more than 30 years; increasing flexibility for all major nuclear customers with decommissioning and operational wastes.
- Pöyry Energy Ltd is a leader in enterprise VR and AR business solutions, with a central hub to create, consume, distribute and host applications.
- Booth Welsh is an innovative integrated engineering company with a reputation for delivering high-quality solutions and technology. They are known for their highly collaborative and competitive service providers. We deliver multi-disciplinary projects, including Primary & Process Safety Engineering, Electrical, Control & Instrumentation and related services. We have extensive experience in project management, security & program management for capital projects, including infrastructure, power, chemical, and petrochemical projects. Our specialists are recognized as leaders in their fields of expertise. Economics: Our team offer the following services: programme and policy evaluation; economic intelligence and forecasting; qualitative and quantitative research; and feasibility studies, option appraisals and business cases. Forth is an advanced engineering solutions provider for harsh environments. Specializing in innovation R&D and visual inspection, they have developed a unique range of ROV’s and remote tooling which are used across many sectors for inspection and manipulation. They offer Mechanical and Remote Handling Systems - Manipulators and Long Reach Tooling - Remote Operated Vehicle (ROV) - Aerial, Ground & Water - Rapid Prototyping - Design - 3D modelling with 3D Printing - Mechanical & Electrical Engineering - Project Management - CE&I Control Systems - Trials, Training and Simulation - UK's only autonomous UK Responder. EON Reality Ltd is one of the UK's leading demolition companies. We have worked in the nuclear sector at Sellafield. One of our most recent projects was a 2,000 tonne Nuclear Waste Store Demolition. One of our most recent projects was a 2,000 tonne Nuclear Waste Store Demolition. They provide solutions for maintenance, repair and operations. Clients can benefit from using their software by gaining the biggest benefit and can provide preparatory training paired with LMS data capture for decommissioning activity.
TÜV UK Ltd is a UKAS accredited Type A Third Party Inspection Organisation (UKAS Accreditation Number 033), Certification Body (UKAS Accreditation Number 0014) and Technical Body (0014) for services according to the European Pressure Equipment Directive and the Construction Products Regulations.

TÜV UK Ltd also offers the following further services:

- BVCI qualified & approved MIMI Support
- Pressure equipment and systems: PED, PPR & 93/7/EC
- Management of factory production
- Third party inspection
- Authorised Body (AB) Certified, Part 2, Decommissioning & asset management
- For site companies offers & Delivered Extension Build On-Demand Regulatory support in Germany & Extension ECV's holder, operator & supply chain support to branches.

Our core team of inspection professionals is supplemented by the provision of staffs on a consultancy basis from TÜV UK's Technical Advisors, members of whose have held the senior positions in the UK Government, regulatory system, and the nuclear industry.

TÜV UK Ltd has a team of Design and project delivery, nuclear and nuclear safety, nuclear reactor licencing and nuclear technology projects, Government advisory support, process engineering design and research, plant maintenance management, and nuclear project management.

NPI House
Samantha 27 – 29, High House
Signpost Road, Stanford
PO2 9XW
Peter Storey
01892 871714
Peter.Storey@tuev-nord.co.uk
www.tuv-nord.com/uk/en/home

Category 2

Sключен Materials Ltd

Specialist engineering company designing, manufacturing, marketing, and selling radiation shielding components made from lead.

AMP House
Suites 27 - 29, Fifth Floor
Dingwall Road, Croydon CR0 2LX
Brian Slaney
02086 807711
07717 344447
bslaney@tuev-nord.co.uk
www.tuv-nord.com/uk/en

Category 2

Jupiter Drive, Chester, Cheshire. CH1 4EX
Andy Carr
07872 601956
acarr@calderlead.co.uk
www.calderlead.co.uk

Category 2

Hydrobolt Ltd

UK Based manufacturer of special fasteners

Dixon Street, Wolverhampton, WV2 2EE
Richard Barnes
01902 878000
richard.barnes@hydroboltgroup.com
www.hydroboltgroup.com

Category 2

Rawmarsh, a trading division of Head Resourcing Limited

Recruitment

2 Manor Place
Edinburgh EH2 7DD
Chris Grange
01224 052491
Chris.Grange@rawmarsh.com
www.taranatagroup.com

Category 2

The Shadow Robot Company Limited

Shadow is a robotics technology development SME. We design and build robotic hands and are experts at grasping and manipulation.

Unit 31, Spectrum House, 32-34 Gordon House Road, London, United Kingdom, NW5 1LP
Radhika Gudipati
02077002487
radhika@shadowrobot.com
www.shadowrobot.com

Category 2

SCX Special Projects Limited

Specialist designer and supplier of bespoke material handling equipment – cranes, masts, manipulators and associated control systems.

Roman Ridge Road, Sheffield, S9 1GA
Dave Little
01142431142, 07793365591
dave.little@scx.co.uk
www.scxspecialprojects.co.uk

Category 2